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COMING SOON: http:// libertinelondoner.comCritics Consensus: Born to Be Blue benefits from a highlight-reel
performance from Ethan Hawke and an impressionistic, non-hagiographic.This unconventional biopic tunes into the life
of iconic trumpeter and jazz legend Chet Baker, capturing his passion and his struggles with addiction. Watch.Creatively
blending fact with fiction and driven by Hawke's virtuoso performance, Born to Be Blue unfolds with all the stylistic
brio and improvisatory genius of.He was the hypnotic trumpeter with a divine voice who lost it all to heroin. As Ethan
Hawke plays Chet Baker in Born to Be Blue, he talks about.Born to be Blue movie reviews & Metacritic score: Jazz
legend Chet Baker (Ethan Hawke) searches for love and redemption when he is approached to star in a.Born to Be Blue
Lyrics: Some folks were meant to live in clover / But they are such a chosen few / And clovers being green / Is
something i've never seen / 'cause.Ethan Hawke lights up the screen as jazz legend Chet Baker, whose tumultuous life is
thrillingly reimagined with wit, verve, and style to burn. In the s, Baker.One, Miles Ahead, centered on Miles Davis as a
genius fallen into dark seclusion in the late '70s and the other, Born to Be Blue, looked at.Robert Budreau's "Born To Be
Blue" is interested, refreshingly, in what Baker's charisma meant and how it operated. Outside of talent, there.Director
Rob Budreau s Born to Be Blue loosely plays with the biography of noted jazz trumpeter Chet Baker, the creator of the
cool west-coast sound, while.Buy Born To Be Blue: Read 93 Movies & TV Reviews - libertinelondoner.comBorn to Be
Blue Synopsis. In the late s, jazz trumpeter Chet Baker (Ethan Hawke) begins a romance with an actress (Carmen Ejogo)
while trying to stage a .Born to be Blue is not a traditional biopic but a reimagining of jazz trumpeter Chet Baker's life in
the 60s. When Chet stars in a film about himself, a romance.Harris Theater. Creatively blending fact with fiction, using
all the stylistic brio and improvisational genius of great jazz, this innovative film is driven by Ethan.Synopsis. Born to be
Blue is not a traditional biopic but a reimagining of jazz trumpeter Chet Baker's life in the 60s. When Chet stars in a film
about himself.This bio-pic about the jazz trumpeter and singer Chet Baker (Ethan Hawke) focusses on two pivotal
episodes in the musician's career, both from the mid- sixties.
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